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COMPLETE  SPECIFICATIONS.
soury.
Rock-face.
Dimension              63.    Dimension stone masonry must be made
stone Ma of first-class granite of moderately uniform color, free from all seams, discoloration, and other defects, .and satisfactory to the engineer. The stones shall be cut to exact dimensions, and all angles and arrises shall be true, well defined, and sharp. All beds, builds, and joints are to be dressed for the full depth of the stone, to surfaces allowing of one quarter (^{) inch joint at most. No plug-hole of more than 6 inches across or nearer than 3 inches to an arris is to be allowed, and in no case must the aggregate area of the plug-hole in any joint exceed one quarter of its whole area.
The stone shall be laid with one quarter (^) inch joints, and all face joints shall be pointed with mortar made of neat Portland cement, applied before its first setting. All joints to be raked out to a depth of two inches before pointing; the cost of pointing to be included in the price stipulated for cut stone masonry.
64.     In  rock   face  work   the   arrises   of   the stones enclosing the rock face must be pitched to true lines; the face projections to be bold, and from 3 to 5 inches beyond the arrises.    The angles of all walls  or  structures   having  rock  faces   are   to be defined  by a   chisel   draft not less   than ij^ inches wide on each face.
65.     In fine hammered work the face of the stones  must  be  brought to   a true  plane and fine dressed,   with   a  hammer  having six  blades to the inch.
For fine hammer-dressing (six-cut work) the price stipulated in article Q, item (r), per superficial square foot of dressing will be paid in addition to the price per cubic yard of masonry.
66.     No  payment  will  be  made   for   cutting grooves and recesses other than the price paid for the dressing of their surfaces, which are to be fine hammered.
67.     The contractor will build a walk upon the top of the earthen embankments.    It will be 8 feet wide and i foot in depth, composed of broken stone 9 inches in depth and a thin layer of selected screenings and binding gravel (as ordered).    The  surface will be moistened and rolled with a hand roller as directed.    The broken stone screenings and  gravel used in this walk will not be  included in any other measurement.    Payment will be  made for the fio-
Hammered Work.
Grooves.
Walk.

